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- Guest Editors’ Introduction: Calls of/to the Ordinary 1
  Jonathan Wyatt and Alecia Youngblood Jackson

- “Ian Schneider”: At the 9/11 Memorial 4
  Jonathan Wyatt

- Worlding Worlds with Words in these Times of Data-fication 6
  Patricia Ticineto Clough and Talha Issenler

- Potentializing a Deleuzian Refrain 20
  Alecia Youngblood Jackson

- Love Has a Body that Feels Like Heat: (Extra)Ordinary Affects and Genderqueer Love 24
  Anne Harris

- Two Shits: A Connection of Some Kind 43
  Jonathan Wyatt

- Ordinary? Affects? Swimming with Kathleen Stewart and Others against the Tide Race of Representation and the Heresies of Names 48
  Ken Gale

- Lines of Articulation 62
  Lisa A. Mazzei

- Bodies of Thought, Bodies of Water 67
  Stacy Holman Jones
Ordinary Atmospheres and Minor Weather Events  79
SUSANNE GANNON

Ordinary Flow  91
TAMI SPRY

Worlding Writing  95
KATHLEEN STEWART